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Abstract: The title is „The figure of Saint Mary is warm!‟ French missionary Dallet (1874) expressed that 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) was used as a textbook for the children in the ancient China and in ancient 

Korea. It was used for instruction of Chinese character in the above two countries etc. There are two methods for the 

present researcher to translate Tcheonzamun poem. The one is through the meaning of Chinese character, the other is 

through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character. In the present study, the first method (through meaning of Chinese 

character) was utilized. The present study ranged for Tcheonzamun 257th-272
nd

. Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese 

characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 261-264 夙(Sug) 興(Heung) 溫(On) (淸-„)(Tcheong) 

My dear husband, if you want to sleep well (夙) and deeply (興), please make the cold place (淸-„) warm (溫)! As the 

bed is warm, you can sleep well. When the relation between you my husband and me your wife were good, my husband, 

you can live well! 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) was used as a textbook for the children in the ancient 

China and in ancient Korea, instruction of Chinese character, My dear husband, if you want to sleep well (夙) and deeply 

(興), please make the cold place (淸-„) warm (溫)! 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) expressed that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) was used as a 

textbook for the children in the ancient China and in ancient Korea. It was used for instruction of Chinese character in the 

above two countries etc. The present researcher searched for the translation of Tcheonzamun poem (Park et al., 2021a; 

Park et al., 2021b). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
There are two methods for the present researcher to translate Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) 

poem. The one is through the meaning of Chinese character, the other is through Korean pronunciation of Chinese 

character. In the present study, the first method (through meaning of Chinese character) was utilized. The present study 

ranged for Tcheonzamun 257th-272
nd

. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title is „The figure of Saint Mary is warm!‟ Next is the translation of Tcheonzamun (the thousand character 

essay) 257th-272
nd

. The translating method is through the meaning of Chinese character. 
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Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 

257-260 臨(Lim) 深(Sim) 履(Li) 薄(Bag) My husband, do you want to come to (臨) the deeper (深) place? 

Please be careful (履) as you were on the thin and weakly iced place (薄)! And then, you will be safe! 

 

261-264 夙(Sug) 興(Heung) 溫(On) (淸-„)(Tcheong) My dear husband, if you want to sleep well (夙) and 

deeply (興), please make the cold place (淸-„) warm (溫)! As the bed is warm, you can sleep well. When the relation 

between you my husband and me your wife were good, my husband, you can live well!  

 

265-268 似(Sa) 蘭(Lan) 斯(Sa) 馨(Hyeong) The outer is important, but the inner is more important. As your 

wife, if I want to take such a beauty as (似) orchid (蘭), I must try to have such a (斯).good perfume (馨)! 

 

269-272 如(Yeo) 松(Song) 之(Zi) 盛(Seong) You are my husband, and if you want to become such a (如) 

strong pine tree (松). Even though here the soil is not good, you must expand your branch (盛) such a full grade (之). 
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